Alfie / by Thyra Heder.
All are welcome / by Alexandra Penfold, Suzanne Kaufman.
All kinds of friends / Shelley Rotner & Sheila Kelly.
All of us / Carin Berger.
All the colors we are : the story of how we get our skin color = Todos los colores de nuestra piel : la hist
Alma and how she got her name / Juana Martinez-Neal.
Babymoon / Hayley Barrett ; illustrated by Juana Martínez-Neal.
Best friends in the universe / [text by Stephanie Watson ; illustrations by LeUyen Pham].
Boonoonoonous hair / Olive Senior ; illustrated by Laura James.
A boy like you / by Frank Murphy and illustrated by Kayla Harren.
Carmela full of wishes / Matt de la Peña ; Christian Robinson.
The colors of us / Karen Katz.
Danza! : Amalia Hernández and el Ballet Folklórico de México / Duncan Tonatiuh.
The day you begin / Jacqueline Woodson ; illustrated by Rafael López.
Dear Primo : a letter to my cousin / Duncan Tonatiuh.
Delivery / by Aaron Meshon.
Don't touch my hair! / Sharee Miller.
Dreamers / Yuyi Morales.
The Earth gives more / Sue Fliess ; illustrated by Christiane Engel.
The field / words by Baptiste Paul ; pictures by Jacqueline Alcántara.
Girl of mine / by Jabari Asim ; illustrations by LeUyen Pham.
Hair love / Matthew A. Cherry ; illustrated by Vashit Harrison.
Hands up! / Breanna J. McDaniel ; illustrated by Shane W. Evans.
Henry's freedom box / by Ellen Levine ; illustrated by Kadir Nelson.
Here, kitty, kitty! = ¡ven, gatita, ven! / by Pat Mora ; illustrated by Maribel Suárez.
Hey, wall : a story of art and community / written by Susan Verde ; illustrated by John Parra.
Honeysmoke : a story of finding your color / Monique Fields ; illustrated by Yesenia Moises.
Hooray for babies! / Susan Meyers ; illustrated by Sue Cornelison.
How do you dance? / Thyra Heder.
Hush, little baby / adapted and illustrated by Brian Pinkney.
I am me / by Karla Kuskin ; illustrated by Dyanna Wolcott.
I love you too / Ziggy Marley ; illustrations by Ag Jatkowska.
I really want to see you, Grandma / Taro Gomi.
I spy with my little eye / Edward Gibbs.
Imagine / Juan Felipe Herrera ; illustrated by Lauren Castillo.
Islandborn / by Junot Díaz ; illustrated by Leo Espinosa.
It's time for preschool! / Esmé Raji Codell ; illustrated by Sue Ramá.
Julián is a mermaid / Jessica Love.
Just a lucky so and so : the story of Louis Armstrong / by Lesa Cline-Ransome ; illustrated by James E. Rè
Just read! / by Lori Degman ; illustrated by Victoria Tentler-Krylov.
Keep climbing, girls / by Beah E. Richards ; illustrated by R. Gregory Christie ; introduction by LisaGay He
Lena's shoes are nervous : a first-day-of-school dilemma / Keith Calabrese and Juana Medina.
Leo loves baby time / Anna McQuinn ; illustrated by Ruth Hearson.
Let's talk about race / by Julius Lester ; illustrated by Karen Barbour
Lights, camera, Carmen / by Anika Denise ; illustrated by Lorena Alvarez Gómez.
Lissy's friends / Grace Lin.
Lola loves stories / Anna McQuinn ; illustrated by Rosalind Beardshaw.
Lucia the luchadora / by Cything Leonor Garza ; illustrated by Alyssa Bermudez.
La Madre Goose : nursery rhymes for niños / Susan Middleton Elya ; illustrated by Juana Martinez-Neal.
Many colors of Harpreet Singh / by Supriya Kelkar ; illustrated by Alea Marley ; [afterword by Simran Jeet Singh].
Many days, one shabbat / by Fran Manushkin ; illustrated by Maria Monescillo.
Marisol McDonald and the clash bash / story, Monica Brown ; illustrations, Sara Palacios ; Spanish trans.
Marisol McDonald doesn't match = Marisol McDonald no combina / story/cuento, Monica Brown ; illustrations by Angela Domínguez.
Martal big & small / Jen Arena ; illustrated by Juana Martinez-Neal.
Martin's big words : the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. / Doreen Rappaport ; illustrated by Bryan Collier.
Marvelous Maravilloso : me and my beautiful family / by Carrie Lara ; illustrated by Christine Battuz.
Me, myselfie, & I : a cautionary tale / by Jamie Lee Curtis ; illustrated by Laura Cornell.
Mixed : a colorful story / Arree Chung.
Mr. Tanen's ties / [written and illustrated] by Maryann Cocca-Leffler.
My friends = Mis amigos / by Taro Gomi.
My mommy medicine / written by Edwidge Danticat ; illustrated by Shannon Wright.
My papi has a motorcycle / Isabel Quintero ; illustrated by Zeke Peña.
A new home / Tania de Regil.
Not quite Snow White / written by Ashley Franklin ; illustrated by Ebony Glenn.
Octopus hug / by Laurence Pringle ; illustrated by Kate Salley Palmer.
One is a pinata / by Roseanne Greenfield Thong ; illustrations by John Parra.
Oopsie-do! / words by Tim Kubart ; pictures by Lori Richmond.
Oscar's half birthday / Bob Graham.
Our celebración! / by Susan Middleton Elya ; illustrations by Ana Aranda.
The piñata that the farm maiden hung / Samantha R. Vamos ; illustrated by Sebastia Serrà.
La princesa and the pea / Susan Middleton Elya ; illustrated by Juana Martinez-Neal.
Puppy truck / Brian Pinkney.
Queen of the Hanukkah dosas / Pamela Ehrenberg ; illustrations by Anjan Sarkar.
Ramadan / written by Hannah Eliot ; illustrated by Rashin.
Rock 'n' roll soul / by Susan Verde ; illustrated by Matthew Cordell.
Round is a tortilla / by Roseanne Greenfield Thong ; illustrated by John Parra.
Run your own yard sale / Emma Carlson Berne.
Shades of black : a celebration of our children / by Sandra L. Pinkney ; photographs by Myles Pinkney.
Shades of people / by Shelley Rotner and Sheila Kelly ; photographs by Shelley Rotner.
So you want to talk about race / Ijeoma Oluo.
Subway ride / Heather Lynn Miller ; illustrated by Sue Ramá.
Sweet dreams = Dulces sueños / by Pat Mora ; illustrated by Maribel Suárez.
Take me out to the Yakyu / by Aaron Meshon.
Thank you, Omu! / Oge Mora.
These hands / written by Margaret H. Mason ; and illustrated by Floyd Cooper.
Tummy ride : calming breaths for little ones / Whitney Stewart, Rocio Alejandro.
¡Vámonos! = Let's go! / by René Colato Lainez ; illustrated by Joe Cepeda.
¡Vamos! Let's go to the market / by Raúl the Third ; colors by Elaine Bay.
The water princess / written by Susan Verde ; illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds ; [photographs, by Johanna Basford].
We march / Shane W. Evans.
Welcome to my neighborhood! : a barrio ABC / by Quiara Alegría Hudes ; illustrated by Shino Arihara.
We've got the whole world in our hands / Rafael López.
Where are you from? / by Yamile Saied Méndez ; illustrated by Jaime Kim.
Who we are! : all about being the same and being different / Robie H. Harris ; illustrated by Nadine Bern
Whoosh! : Lonnie Johnson's super-soaking stream of inventions / Chris Barton ; illustrated by Don Tate.
Whose toes are those? / by Jabari Asim ; illustrated by LeUyen Pham.
Why am I me? / pictures by Sean Qualls and Selina Alko ; words by Paige Britt.
Yo soy Muslim : a father's letter to his daughter / Mark Gonzales ; illustrated by Mehrdokht Amini.
Yoga kids / Fearne Cotton ; illustrated by Sheena Dempsey.
You were the first / by Patricia MacLachlan ; illustrated by Stephanie Graegin.
All the colors we are: the story of how we get our skin color

Todos los colores de nuestra piel: la historia de por qué tenemos diferentes colores de piel

Katie Kissinger; photographs by Chris Bohnhoff